Let M be a T-ring with right operator ring R . We define one-sided ideals of M and show that there is a one-to-one correspondence between the prime left ideals of M and R and hence that the prime radical of M is the intersection of its prime left ideals. It is shown that if M has left and right unities, then M is left Noetherian if and only if every prime left ideal of M is finitely generated, thus extending a result of Michler for rings to T-rings.
Introduction
All definitions and fundamental concepts concerning F-rings and their operator rings can be found in [5] . Throughout this paper M will denote an arbitrary F-ring (which does not necessarily possess unities, except for part of Section 2), and L and R will denote its left and right operator rings, respectively. We note that an ideal, one-sided ideal or other substructure / of M is called finitely generated if there exists a finite subset X of / such that / is the intersection of all such substructures of M which contain X. We call M left (right) noetherian if M satisfies the ascending chain condition for left (right) ideals. The following characterization of noetherian F-rings is proved as for rings. For further details concerning bi-ideals and quasi-ideals of a ring, we refer to Steinfeld [7] and Van der Walt [8] .
Prime one-sided ideals
A one-sided ideal P of M is called prime if x, y £ M, xYMYy C P implies x £ P or y £ P. As for rings, we have PROPOSITION 
Lef P be a left ideal of M. Then the following are equivalent:
(a) P is prime,
PROOF, (a) =*> (b) Let / , J be left ideals of M such that / , J £ P . Let x £ I, y G 7 with JC , y 0 P . Then there exist m e M, y, ft e f such that xymfiy & P. Since xymfiy e /TV, 7TY £ P .
(b) => (a) Let x,y e M be such that ; c O / r > c P . Then (MYx)T(MTy) c P . Since MYx and A/Ty are left ideals of M, we have that either MYx c P or MYy c P . Suppose MYx c P . Let / be the left ideal of M generated by JC . Then IYI C MYx C P , whence / c P . Hence, x 6 P . Similarly, MEy c P implies y e P.
We now establish the relationships between prime one-sided ideals of M and R. PROPOSITION THEOREM 
The mapping P -> P* defines a one-to-one correspondence between the sets of prime left ideals of R and M.
PROOF. Let P be a prime left left ideal of R. By Proposition 2.2, P* is a prime left ideal of M. It is easily verified that (P*)" = {r € R:Rr c P} .
Since P is a left ideal of R, P C (P*)*'. If a e (/»*)*', i?a C P , and hence aRa c P . Since P is prime a e P , and so P = (P*)*'.
Suppose now that Q is a prime left ideal of M. By Proposition 2.3, Q " is a prime left ideal of R. Moreover, (£)*')* = {* e Af: Afrx C Q} . Since Q is a left ideal of M, Qc (£>*')*. If JC G (£>*')', then A/Tx c Q, whence xFMTx c Q. Since Q is prime, x e Q, and so (Q*')* = Q. This completes the proof. Michler [6, Theorem 6] showed that if A is a ring with unity, then A is left noetherian if and only every prime left ideal of A is finitely generated. We prove an analogue of this result for F-rings.
We 
LEMMA 2.8. Let A be a finitely generated left ideal of R. Then A* is a finitely generated left ideal of M.
use, available at https://www.cambridge.org/core/terms. https://doi.org/10.1017/S1446788700035394 [5] On prime one-sided ideals 59
PROOF. Suppose A is generated by the set {a x , ... , a k } c A. Let a e A*. Then a = £™, dfip, and [<5., a] £ A for 1 < i < m . Hence there exists x jk e R, 1 < / < m, 1 < k < r such that k=\ Hence m r n So ^4* is finitely generated by the set {ejO k : 1 < j < n , 1 < k < r} . THEOREM 
A T-ring M is left noetherian if and only if every prime left ideal of M is finitely generated.

PROOF. NOW M is left noetherian if and only if R is left noetherian [4, Corollary 1]. Hence, in view of
Michler's result, we need only show that every prime left ideal of M is finitely generated if and only if every prime left ideal of R is finitely generated.
Suppose every prime left ideal of R is finitely generated. Let P be a prime left ideal of M. Then P*' is a prime left ideal of R by Proposition 2.3, and is therefore finitely generated. By Lemma 2.8, (P* 1 )* is finitely generated. By [4, Theorem 1], P -(P*')*, and so P is finitely generated. Conversely, suppose that every prime left ideal of M is finitely generated. Let Q be a prime left ideal of R. By Proposition 2.2, Q* is a prime left of M, and is thus finitely generated. By Lemma 2.7, (Q*)*' is finitely generated in R. Again by [4, Theorem 1], Q -(£>*)*'. and so Q is finitely generated. This completes the proof.
Analogues of all the results in this section may of course be obtained by substituting L for R and "right ideal" for "left ideal" wherever these occur.
Bi-ideals and quasi-ideals
It is easily seen that one-sided ideal use, available at https://www.cambridge.org/core/terms. https://doi.org/10.1017/S1446788700035394 [6] =>• quasi-ideal => bi-ideal. We now establish some relationships between the bi-ideals and quasi-ideals of M and of R. PROPOSITION 
If A is a bi-ideal of R, then A* is a bi-ideal of M. If M has a right unity and B is a bi-ideal of M, then B*' is a bi-ideal of R.
PROOF. Since A is an additive subgroup of R, it is easily verified that A* is an additive subgroup of M. Let a, b e A*, y, n,v eT, m 
Hence afimub e A*, whence A*rMFA* C A*. Hence A* is a bi-ideal of M.
Suppose that M has a right unity S" =1 [e,, e t ], and that B is a bi-ideal of M. Let a,b e B*', r e R. Let r = E^i t^] and let x e M. Then xa € B and e t b e B for 1 < / < n . Hence e t (xa)y j y j e i (e i b) eB, 1 < / < n, 1 < ; < r.
Hence that is, that is, x(arb) e 5 , whence ar& € fi*', and so A*'RB*' C 5*'. Hence fi" is a bi-ideal of R. use, available at https://www.cambridge.org/core/terms. https://doi.org/10.1017/S1446788700035394 [7] On prime one-sided ideals 61 A bi-ideal or quasi-ideal P of Af is called prime if x, y & M, xYMYy c P imply x e P or >> e P . PROPOSITION 
(cf. [8, Proposition 2.2]). ,4 prime bi-ideal P of M is a prime one-sided ideal of M.
PROOF. Suppose that P is not a one-sided ideal of M. Then PYM £ P and MYP <£ P. Since P is prime, (PYM)YMY(MYP) <£ P. Since (PYM)YMY(MYP) C iTA/XT, and since P is a bi-ideal of M, PYMYP c P , then (PO/)rA/T(A/TP) C P , a contradiction. Hence, PYM C P or A/TP c P , that is, P is a one-sided ideal of M.
As an immediate consequence of this result, Corollary 2.5 and its right analogue, we obtain The proof is similar to that for the ring case, and will be omitted. We remark that although van der Walt considers only a ring with identity in [8] , the analogues for rings of Propositions 3.4 and 3.6 are valid for arbitrary rings. In view of Proposition 1.1 and Theorem 2.9, we obtain the following characterization of F-rings which are both left and right noetherian. The proof is again similar to the ring case [8, Proposition 2.7] .
use, available at https://www.cambridge.org/core/terms. https://doi.org/10.1017/S1446788700035394
Finally, we remark that it is easily shown that if A and B are bi-ideals of M, then AYB is a bi-ideal of M. Van der Walt [8, Corollary 3.5] has given an example of a ring A with two quasi-ideals P and Q such that PQ is not a quasi-ideal of A. A is a Z-ring with the normal addition operation and xny = n(xy) for all « e Z , x j e^. Furthermore, it is easily seen that P and Q are quasi-ideals of A considered as a Z-ring and PZQ -PQ is not a quasi-ideal of the Z-ring.
